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Language Options

Subtitled Languages
Our videos are also available in 11 languages 
as subtitles:

Fully Immersive Languages 
We have translated the top 50 Skill Pill courses 
into fully immersive French, German and 
Spanish. This includes translated audio 
voiceover, on-screen text and translated 
support resources. 

Our content is derived from international business bestsellers published by Pearson, John Wiley and Kogan Page

Skill Pill can help you to: 
• Rethink your soft skills offering
• Reconnect with your learning population
• Rediscover the power of digital learning 

Our digital learning library specialises in business 
performance support:  leadership, management, 
sales and personal effectiveness. Research has 
shown that our design methodology helps double 
the level of learning retention as well as positively 
impacting desired behaviours by 10-20%.*

Our content is easily mapped against curriculum 
needs and is optimised for on-the-go consumption. 
Additionally, all Skill Pill content integrates fully with 
any SCORM-compliant LMS or via SSO.
*case studies available on demand

About Us

French
German
Spanish
Portuguese
Italian
Dutch 

Russian 
Arabic
Chinese 
Japanese
Korean



Management Shortcuts Accelerate

Cool, reflective, wise; the immersive Accelerate series 
covers key moments in the emerging careers of  
future leaders.

Popular Topics
 How to Innovate, Create and Think Differently 
 Making Change Happen 
 Mastering the Skills of Strategic Thinking

Course Details
  13 courses
   10-12 minutes in duration 
  Package includes worksheets, quizzes,  
text nuggets and audio casts

 

Audience
 High Potentials

The Management Shortcuts series covers workplace 
essentials. The courses are fresh, engaging and 
summarise the business smarts created by the most 
eminent global thinkers. 

Popular Topics
 Improving Your Personal Brand
 10 Ways to a Great Strategy 
 Communicating Your Vision

Course Details
  200 courses
  5 minutes in duration
  Package includes worksheets, quizzes,  
text nuggets and audio casts

 

Audience
 Entry level through to leader 



Management & Strategy 2Go Gen Y

Give your leaders instant access to the top global 
management and strategy models with our high 
impact 2Go series.

Popular Topics
  Porter’s Five Forces: Know your Strengths and 
Beat the Competition 
 Kotter’s Eight Phases of Change 
 Covey’s Seven Habits of Highly Effective People

Course Details
  50 courses
  6-8 minutes in duration 
   Package includes worksheets, quizzes,  
text nuggets and audio casts

Audience
 Mid-tier through to senior level management   

Made for Generation Y by Generation Y, this series 
helps millennials to win in the world of work.

Popular Topics
 Dos and Don’ts of Success 
 Get on the Right Track 
 The Target, Connect, Meet, Ask Model

 

Course Details
  13 courses
  5 minutes in duration 
  Package includes worksheets, quizzes,  
text nuggets and audio casts

 

Audience
 Millennials    



Gen Y MicroMBA

Your learners’ one-stop shop for micro-learning! This learning 
journey has been created from business bestsellers published 
by Pearson Education and John Wiley, and is accredited by 
the Institute of Leadership & Development (ILM).

Sample Modules
 Critical Self-Development
 Being Influential
 The Innovative Mindset
 Implementing Strategy

Course Details
  750 learning objects
  Progress tracker and rewards
   Three levels of challenge
  Opportunity to reflect and apply key points
  SCORM compliant

Audience
 Entry level through to senior level management     

Work-Life Skills

Our Management Shortcuts delivers the essential personal 
effectiveness skills. Our Accelerate series enables you to 
manage key strategic projects. Work-Life Skills completes 
the picture and helps you with the right qualities for success.

Sample Topics
 Courage and Resilience
 Honesty
 Integrity and Humility
 Building Trust

Course Details
  12 courses
  6-8 minutes in duration
  Package includes worksheets, 
quizzes, text nuggets and audio casts

Audience
 Mid-level through to leader



Skill Pill provides an outstanding solution which 
allows the participants to refresh their learning 
through vignettes of key learning points.

It’s been fantastic working 
with Skill Pill. Your creativity 
and collaborative approach is 
genuinely refreshing - you make it 
very easy for us to work with you!

We were delighted with this campaign. It looked 
great and created a buzz among our sales 
teams. It had a real impact!

The Skill Pill team are experts in understanding the 
learning as well as the technical challenges in rolling 
out digital learning.  Both the quality of the content as 
well as the creative flair they bring has helped in the 
overall project success!

It has been a fantastic experience working with the team at 
Skill Pill and we hope we can continue this relationship with 
future micro-learning endeavours!

www.netexlearning.com/en/learningcloud


